Hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) are highly variable envelope glycoproteins. Here hydropathic analysis, previously applied to quantify common flu (H1N1) evolution (1934-), is applied to the evolution of less common but more virulent 
Introduction
Earlier papers on the panoramic smoothing evolution of H1N1 glycoproteins showed that several dominant factors could be quantified by hydropathic analysis of the interactions between amino acid (aa) sequences and the water film that envelopes or packages them [1] [2] [3] . Prior to 1950, this evolution exhibited only small fluctuations due to direct antibody evasion. However, after the introduction of widespread vaccinations by the US Army in 1944, evolution after 1950 was dominated by vaccination evasion, which progressively smoothes the water-protein interface, and opposing migration pressures, which compact the protein and regressively increase the roughness of the water-protein interface. These opposing interactions accumulate and lead to Darwinian punctuations. Here we extend the analysis to H3N2, in order to develop further insights into smoothing mechanisms, with a view to engineering viral oncolytics.
There are several extensive studies of the genetic evolution of H3N2 based on counting individual aa mutations, separated according to whether they are synonomous or not (described as positive in BLAST) [4] . Similarities correlate geographically and temporally with local clustering effects measured indirectly (antigenically with antibody titres) [5] . On a panoramic scale these clustering effects are small compared to the fundamental genetic hydropathic trends of H1N1 [1] [2] [3] and H3N2 (discussed here)
There are at least two much larger fundamental hydropathic effects. The first depends on the length scales of native glycosidic or sialic acid interactions, while the second depends on whether the mutations are thermodynamically nearly first order (treated by the KD scale) or 3 second order (MZ scale). Here we analyze these two effects quantitatively, and show that they display a number of mechanisms that have previously been described for H3N2 by schematic models [6, 7] . These models exhibit canalization, convergence, modular and punctuation effects that have larger implications for RNA transcriptive mechanisms [8, 9] . In contrast to these general qualitative models, the present results include all these effects quantitatively, and do not rely on adjustable parameters. Hydropathic analysis can be used to engineer similar viruses with enhanced oncolytic properties.
Methods
The methods used here are almost the same as were used in [1] for NA, but with a few important changes. The evolution of NA was monitored by calculating the roughnesses of R KD (W max ) and R MZ (W max ) with W max = 17 and 47 of the water packaging film with two scales, KD and MZ. The two length scales W max = 17 and 47 correspond respectively to membrane thickness and glycosidic spacing. These N1 roughnesses (especially with the MZ scale) showed well-defined plateaus connected by punctuated decreases (vaccination program successes) or increases (migration), culminating in vaccination-driven N1 convergence to a nearly common strain after the 2007 swine flu program. Here punctuation of N2 is not visible on our larger scale (although it might be visible in an elaborate statistical analysis that combines BLAST similarities [4, 5] with our hierarchies). Instead we see canalization with the first-order KD scale, and migration fluctuations with the second-order MZ scale. These differences between H1N1 and H3N2 can be explained by the different origins of H1N1 (primarily human) and H3N2 (frequent intermixing with avian) strains [6] . 4 To obtain an unbiased survey with fewer strains, data were obtained from three sites, Memphis, Hong Kong, and the Netherlands, with significantly different climates. These have led to large geographically dependent and sparsely measured antigenic differences, as measured on ferret post-infection inhibition titres [6] . These antigenic differences [5] At first one could suppose that this MZ-KD collapse is accidental, but as it occurs for the entire panorama 1968-and for three different sites with different climates, this is most unlikely.
Results (N2)
A more plausible explanation is that the KD and MZ scales do in fact describe first-order and second-order thermodynamic differences, as implied by their origins [1] [2] [3] . Common flu H1N1 has evolved over perhaps 500 or more years, and has approached a critical point, first through antibody evasion, and more recently through vaccination pressures (since 1945). The N1 5 panorama exhibits large (but still second-order) migration perturbations in its decreasing roughness. By contrast, here N2 roughness decreases steadily (1968-) using the KD scale. The N2 subtype has emerged by reassorting human and avian strains [6] , and an initially rapid roughness descent would be better described by the first-order KD scale than by the second-order MZ scale that worked well for N1 and H1N1. The internal consistency of this picture provides support for distinguishing hydropathicity scales in thermodynamic terms.
The collapse of broadened MZ panoramic evolution curves onto channeled KD curves enables us to examine the latter in Fig. 4 for distinctive features, which are readily obvious. Widespread vaccination for H3N2 began in 1968 with a Hong Kong strain [6] , which was replaced by an English strain in 1972. Substantial decreases in KD roughness appear for all three sites between 1972 and 1975, with the effects being much larger for W = 47 (Fig. 4 ) than for W = 17 (Fig. 3) .
From 1975 to present, R KD (17) decreases nearly linearly by more than 20%, echoing a similar decrease for N1 of H1N1. Similarly R KD (47) decreases, but much more rapidly and steeply by more than 35% up to 1995, when it abruptly levels off. This larger decrease and leveling after 1995 suggests that vaccination pressure on H3N2 affects the glycosidic length scale W = 47 well before it affects the membrane length scale W = 17. This larger effect on W = 47 is not a surprising result, as we already saw [2] that H1 and N1 are strongly coupled, and that the dominant interactions in H1 occur on the even larger length scale of W =111, appropriate to sialic acid interactions. These longest range interactions are optimized first, while the weaker medium-range glycosidic interactions are apparently still being optimized at the W = 17 level in 2009, but could saturate soon (5-10 years).
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The overall picture for N1 in H1N1 and N2 in H3N2 is that both glycoproteins have evolved under vaccination pressure to nearly minimal roughness. As discussed before, the panoramic 
Results (H3)
The evolution of H1 roughness is qualitatively different from N1 evolution, but the two are (Fig. 6(a) ). We can resolve the broad 2000 peak by reducing W to 47, as shown in Fig. 6 (b), which shows that the peak occurs in 1999, and is sharper with the MZ scale, with an abrupt increase between 1995 and 1999.
We can identify the cause of these oscillations by studying the MZ 47 hydroprofiles of H3. shift? There are four hydrophilic to hydroneutral mutations, K166I, K171N, K189Q, S202G, and one hydrophilic to hydrophobic, S209F. The shift is cut off at by W237R, hydrophobic to hydrophilic, which reduces the largest hydrophobic peak near 260. [14] .
Given the overall consistency of the hydropathic approach, it appears that short-range ionic effects may be only a weaker secondary reaction to dominant long-range hydropathic elastic interactions, especially in determining sialic acid interactions.
Discussion
One could ask which glycoprotein, H3 or N2, plays a larger role in evolution of virulence of There is an interesting glass network analogy for the hydrophobic proteinquake of H3 between 1999 and 2008. Hydrophobic interfaces often dimerize [15] , and one can suppose that a necessary plastic condition for such dimerization is that the molecular network interfaces involved are both nearly rigid and yet stress-free. Such networks have been widely observed in glass alloys composed of nearly isovolume chalcogenides, which are good inorganic analogues of protein amino acids (also nearly isovolume). A striking feature of these elastically optimized inorganic alloys is that their glass transitions are nearly reversible [16] , a necessary condition for protein functionality, here involving dimerization.
Emergence of new strains can be detected by similarity tools using dynamical clustering [17] .
If such a new strain should show a large uptick in N2 R(47), then its hydropathic clustering properties should be studied with care, as it might become dangerous.
Conclusions
Comparison of the present H3N2 results with those for H1N1 shows simpler smoothing for N2
here than for N1 in H1N1, confirming the widely held view of close H-N linking [4] . More interesting is the connection between canalization [7] and larger proteinquakes in H3. These are again dominated by sialic acid interactions, which lead to larger and more dramatic H3 proteinquakes than those previously identified for H1. The combined analysis of roughening evolution and hydroprofiles is most informative. It does not require new structural data, and it is extremely accurate in portraying the evolution of competing elastic and charge interactions. 
